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Abstract.
A new characterization of Clarke's normal cone to a closed set in a
Banach space is given. The normal cone is characterized in terms of weak-star limits
of epsilon normals. A similar characterization of Clarke's generalized gradients is
also presented. Restrictions must be placed on the Banach spaces to make the

formulas valid.

1. Introduction. The main purpose of this paper is to extend the characterizations
of Clarke's normal cone in terms of proximal normals and Clarke's generalized
gradients in terms of proximal subgradients to Banach spaces. These normals and
generalized gradients have found many uses in control theory [1, 3], differential
inclusions [3, 4], mathematical programming [9, 16], and other fields. The recent
book by F. H. Clarke [4] gives an excellent survey and has an extensive list of
references. Much of this work has been done using either Clarke's tangent cone and
directional derivatives or the properties of Lipschitz functions.
Many of the sharpest results in finite dimensions require the characterizations of
the normal cone and generalized gradients in terms of proximal normals and
subgradients. Both of these characterizations require the existence of closest points
in a closed set C c R" to points in the complement of C. Since closest points may
not exist if C is in an infinite dimensional space, something different is required.
Before defining these normals and subgradients, we review the definitions of
Clarke's tangent and normal cones and Clarke's generalized gradients.
Let £ be a Banach space, C a closed subset of F, and x a member of C. The
Clarke tangent cone, Tc(x), to C at x is the set of all y in E such that for all e > 0

there are X, 8 > 0 with the drops

(1-1)

x'+(0,X]

intersecting C for all x' e C n B(x,8)
ball centered at y with radius e and

-B(y,e)
and A' e (0, A]. Here B(y, e) is the open

(0,A] • V:= [tv: t e(0,A], v e V}.
This tangent cone is always nonempty, closed and convex.
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Since Tc(x)

is a closed convex cone, it has a polar, the (Clarke)

normal cone,

Nc(x), such that

N°(x) = Tc(x) = N°°(x).
The normal cone is a nonempty weak* closed convex cone.
The normal cone and the generalized gradients of a lower semicontinuous
function / are related through the epigraph of /,
epi/:=

{(x,a)

(lsc)

G £ X R: a >/(*)}.

The generalized gradients of a lsc / at x are given by

o/(jc):=
From
As
terms
v* g

{v* e E*: (v*,-l)

g Nepif(x,f(x))}.

the definition it is clear that df(x) is a weak* closed convex set.
was mentioned earlier, there is a characterization of generalized gradients in
of proximal subgradients if F = R". A proximal subgradient to / at x is a
F * such that for some r > 0

f(x) —((.'*, x —x) + r\x —x\
has a local minimum at x. This is equivalent to saying that, for some r > 0, / is

supported below by
f(x)

+ (v*, x — 3c) — r\x — x\

in a neighborhood of x. It can be shown [15] that if /: R" -» R is lsc, then

(1.2)

df(x) = clco{rJ/(jc) + dxf(x)},

where
df(x):=

lv*: 3v*k -» v* withe**

a proximal subgradient

to / at xk —>x\,

and
d°°f(x):=

< v*: 3v*k -^>v* with v*k a proximal subgradient to rkf

at jca -» x and ta \ 0>.
The set dxf(x) can be interpreted as the limit points at infinity of
proximal subgradients.
The definition of the normal cone in terms of proximal normals
simpler. A proximal normal to a closed C c R" at x is a v in R" such
closest point in C to x + tv for some / > 0. The normal cone to C at x
(1.3)

Nc(x)

sequences of
is somewhat
that x is the
is given by

= clco( v: 3vk -» v with w* a proximal normal to C at xk -* x\.

The original proofs of (1.2) and (1.3) rely on Rademacher's theorem to construct
proximal normals and proximal subgradients. Using the proof of (1.3) in the paper
of Borwien and Strojwas [2] or the proof in [18], one can avoid Rademacher's
theorem and extend the result to Hubert spaces. See the work of Thibault [17] for
another extension of (1.2).
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In many infinite dimensional spaces it appears that (1.2) and (1.3) may not hold
because of the structure of the spaces. The work of Borwein and Strojwas [2]
depends on the specific norm on the Banach space. In this paper generalizations of
(1.2) and (1.3) are given that are independent of the norm on the Banach space.
These results depend on the geometric structure of certain spaces and Ekeland's
variational principle [7]. First, Clarke's normal cone is characterized in terms of
e-normals. Then a characterization of Clarke's generalized gradients in terms of
e-subgradients is given. Throughout, the relationships between this work and other
recent results are explored. These results were originally in the unpublished work

[19].
2. Local normals. Let F be a Banach space with open unit ball B and dual F*. In
this section two types of normals will be defined. These normals correspond to the
Fréchet derivative and to the Hadamard derivative. Recall that a function f on E
has Fréchet (Hadamard) derivative v* at x if

lim
t\Q

f(x + th)-f(x)-(v*,th)
t

^0

uniformly on B (uniformly on compacta). These concepts are covered in detail in

Flett [8].
In the following ( ■,• ) denotes the inner product on R" and the canonical pairing
between E * and E otherwise.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a closed subset of F, x g C, e > 0 and v* e E*. Then
v* is a Fréchet e-normal (Ff-normal) to C at x if there is a neighborhood X of x
such that 0 > (v*, x' - x) - e\x' - x\ for all x' g X n C.
Remark. (1) In both of the definitions of normals it is not assumed that the
normals are bounded away from the origin since 0 is in the polar of any subcone of
£, and it is desired to characterize the polar of Tc(x).
(2) This definition is almost identical to that of Kruger and Mordukhovich [12]
but is more suited to the purposes of this paper.
In order to show that, for any e > 0, the points where there are FF-normals of
norm one is dense in the boundary of C, the existence of a Fréchet differentiable
bump function is required; see Ioffe [11]. Here it will be assumed that there is an
equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable off 0.
The other type of normal used in this work corresponds to the Hadamard
derivative. In Definition 2.1 neighborhoods are used. The concept of a neighborhood
is not broad enough for the second type of normal. Thus the following definition is
required. In this definition the singular point 0 is ignored.
Definition
2.2. A set S is a sponge around x if for every h g E\ {0}, there is a

neighborhood H of h and a À > 0 such that x + [0, À] ■H c S.
Example 2.3. Let /: E -» R be Lipschitz around x with Gateaux derivative v* at
x. The set of z e E where f(z) > f(x) + (v*, z - x) - e\z - x\ is a sponge around
x for any e > 0. Similarly, the set of z g E where f(z) </(x) 4- (v*, z - x) +
e\z — x\ is a sponge around x for any e > 0. This fact will be used in the proofs of
the main theorems in this paper.
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Example 2.4. In the next section the "typical"
described as follows. Let Ax be
Af'.=

(z:0

<(/.•*, z}-

sponge that is used can be

e|z|).

This is the complement of the cone {z: 0 > (v*,z) - e\z\}. Let X be the set of all x
in the interior of the cone {z: 0 > (v*, z) - T2e|zr|}with \x\ = 1, and for each x let
Nx be a neighborhood of x, and let Àv > 0 be a scalar. The set Ax UU(E x(0, XJ • Nx
is a sponge around 0.
A sponge around x is a neighborhood of x if either 5 is convex or E is finite
dimensional. It is easy to find sponges around x that are not neighborhoods of x.
Dolecki [6] defines a similar object; however, in the usual topology his absorbing sets
must be neighborhoods.
With this the second type of normal can be defined.
Definition
2.5. Let C be a closed subset of F, x g C and e > 0. A v* g E* is a
Hadamard e-normal (//F-normal) to C at x if there is a sponge S around x such that
0 > (v*, x' - x) - e\x' - x\ for all x' g S n C.
The following example shows there are situations where //„-normals of norm 1
exist at every point on the boundary of C, but the points where there are Ff-normals
of norm 1 are not even dense on bdryC for some e > 0.
Example 2.6. Let F be a Banach space with a norm that is Gateaux differentiable
on £\ {0} but is nowhere Fréchet differentiable; see [13]. Let C = E\B. For any

£ > 0, define
A/.=

{x G bdry C: 3 an F(-normal to C at x of norm 1}.

Then/IF c rel int A2e. Here the relative interior is with respect to the boundary of C.

This implies that the set
/(:=

(\ AF = [x ^ bdry C: the norm is Fréchet differentiable at x }
F>0

is a Gs relative to the boundary of C. Since A = 0, there is an e0 > 0 such that

A' = relint(bdryC\^lfo)

4= 0.

For all x g A' there are no Fe -normals of norm 1 to C at x. However, if v* is the
Gateaux derivative of the norm function atxe
bdryC, then v* is an //f-normal to

C at x for all e > 0.
3. The normal cones. In this section three normal cones are defined, using the
e-normals of the previous section. They will be related to Clarke's normal cone in the
next section. The first two cones have similar definitions involving the following set:
N(C,x):=

j

w*

I v*: 3v*k -» v*, xk -> x and eA\ 0
with v*k an Ff-normal

We will denote Ñ(C, x) by NF(C,x)
the Hadamard case.

(//^-normal)

to C at xk\.

in the case of Ft-normals and by NH(C, x) in
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Definition 3.1. Let C be a closed subset of a Banach space E and x g C.
(a) The Fréchet normal cone to C at x is given by
NF(C,x)

= cl*coiVf(C,x).

(b) The Hadamard normal cone to C at x is given by

NH(C,x) = cl*coÑH(C,x).
Example 2.6 shows that the cones in Definition 3.1 can be different. It is always true
that NF(C, x) c NH(C, x). This follows from the fact that if v* is an FE-normal to C
at x then v* is an //„-normal to C at x.
Counterexample 3.1 in [18] shows that there are sets in any infinite dimensional
Banach space such that NH(C, x) 4=Nc(x). In that example NH(C, x) = E, whereas
Nc(x) = [v*: (v*, y) < 0} for some nonzero y e. E. The problem is in the lack of
uniformity of the sponges used in the definition of NH(C,x). The following

definition will eliminate this difficulty.
Definition
3.2. Let y g E. A sequence Sm of sponges around xm for each m is
uniform in y if there exists an M > 0, a sequence Xm > 0 and a neighborhood Y of y

such that for all m > M,

*- + [o,xj.ycsB.
Definition
3.3. Let v*k be a sequence of //f -normals to C at xk with corresponding sponges Sk. The sequence v*k is a uniform sequence of //f -normals to C
, w*

if /;**-> f* for some u* G £*, ek \ 0, and the sponges are uniform in y for all y

with (t>*,.y) > 0.
Definition 3.4. Let C be a closed subset of F, x g C, and let
Ñ(j(C, x):=

lv*:3

a uniform sequence v*k of //^-normals

to C at xk -* x
with v*k -» u*, eA \ 0>.

The uniform normal cone to C at x is

iVy(C,^):= cl*coÂ'(y(C,x).
We have been calling the objects defined in this section cones. The following
lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma 3.5. All of the sets ÑF(C,x), ÑH(C,x), Ñ,j(C,x), NF(C,x), NH(C,x)
and N,j(C, x) are cones.

4. Normal cone theorem. In this section a new characterization of Clarke's normal
cone in Banach spaces is provided. The proof follows the lines of the proof of
Theorem 4.1 in [18]. In the proof of Theorem 4.2 the following result is used.
Theorem 4.1 [7]. Let E be a Banach space, and let f be a lsc function from E to
(-00, + oo] that is bounded from below. Let e > 0 and suppose z satisfies f(z) < inf/
+ e. Then for all X > 0 there is an x such that

f(x)^f(z),

\x-z\<\,
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and

Vx'*x,

f(x')>f(x)-(e/X)\x'-x\.

The main result of this section is Theorem 4.2. With a slight modification of
terminology. Theorem 4.2 shows that if E has an equivalent norm that is Fréchet
differentiable off 0 (e.g. E is reflexive), then the weak* closed convex hull of Kruger
and Mordukhovich's normal cone [12] is the Clarke normal cone.
In the following theorem we require that the Banach spaces have equivalent norms
with certain differentiability properties. Recall that all reflexive spaces have an
equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable off 0, and any separable space has an
equivalent norm that is Gateaux differentiable off 0. A discussion of these facts is

contained in §5.5 of Diestel [5].
Theorem
differentiable

4.2. // F is a Banach space with an equivalent norm that is Gateaux
off 0 and C is a closed subset of E, then for all x in C,

(4.1)
If,

in addition,

Nu(C,x)

= Nc(x)<zNH(C,x).

E has an equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable

off 0, then

NF(C, x) = Nc(x). IfE is any Banach space, then NF(C, x) c N(J(C, x) c Nc(x).
The next lemma is required to prove Theorem 4.2. It deals with a very special case.
Lemma 4.3. Let E be a Banach space of dimension greater than 1 with a norm that is

Gateaux (Fréchet) differentiableoff 0. Let x, y e E, \y\ = 1, p e (0,1) and ß' > ß
> 0. If w is such that \w - (x + ßy)\ = ßp and w <£D = x + (ß, ß') ■B(y, p),
then (-w*,y)

^ p, where w* is the Gateaux (Fréchet)

derivative of the norm at

w - (x + ßy).

Proof. Take ß = 1 and x = 0. If £ = (-w*, y), the hyperplane //:= (z: (w*, z
— w) = 0} intersects the line {y — ty: t g R} at y - py/è,. The choice of w* as
the Gateaux (Fréchet) derivative of the norm at w - y guarantees that H is the
unique supporting hyperplane to B(y,p) at w and that (w*,w —y) = \w —y\.
Since D is a convex set containing B(y, p), H is tangent to D. From these facts it is
elementary to show that 1 - p/£ ^ 0 and, hence, that (-w*, y) > p. (See Figure 1.)
D

Proof of Theorem 4.2. First, the inclusion Nc(x) c Nu(C,x) is proven by
showing that N°(C, x) c N£(x) = Tc(x). If Tc(x) = E, we are done. Thus we
assume that Tc(x) 4=E. The case of dim £ = 1 is left to the reader. Assume that the
dimension of £ is greater than 1.
Let x g C and let y g E\Tc(x)
be of norm 1. We will construct a v* in
NL,(C,x) such that (v*, y) > 0. The contrapositive of (1.1) gives a p0 > 0, a
sequence zk' —»x and a ßk. > 0 such that
c
Cn{zk+(0,ßk)-B(y,pQ)}-=

0.
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Figure 1

Fix k and let

p, = sup{p > 0: 3/3' > 0withCn[z*

+(0,18') -B(y,p)]

= 0} > p0,

and let eAg (0,1/A:).
If p, = 1 and <;**is the derivative of the norm at -v, then it is elementary to show
that v*k is an //Et-normal to C at Jtl = z* with (v*k, y) = 1 > p0.
Assume that p, < 1 and take p2 and p3 arbitrarily close to p,, p0 < p2 < P[ < p3
< 1, and such that for some ß2 > 0, A := zk + (0, ß2] • B(y, p2) does not intersect
C. The proper choice of p3 guarantees that there is a /33 < ß2 such that
B = C n{zk

+ ß3B(y,p3)}

4= 0.

Take ß3 so that ß3 < ß2 and ô = (l//53)(sup,.eß|(zA
+ ß3y) - z'\) - p2 is arbitrarily close to 0. This can be done by adjusting p2 and p3.

Define

<f>(z):-

mm
^lA.ftl

1

\z-(zk

+ Ty)\

T

The level sets of <f>are the boundaries of sets similar to D in Lemma 4.3. This
function is continuous on C and bounded below by p2. If z' g B then

<t>(z') < inf <¡>(z)+8.
;eC

Theorem 4.1 can be applied to any such z' and any X > 0 to yield an xk

such that
<p(xk) ^tp(z'),

\x"

<A

and

(4.2)

VzgC

<t>(z)^<t>(xk)-(8/X)\z

- xl

C
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Take t0 with
(4.3)

<¡>(xk)=(l/T0)\xk-(zk

+ T0y)\.

Then (4.2) and (4.3) combined give
11
-\z~izk'

+ T0y)\ > -\xk'

To

~(zk

+ T0y) I -

To

£
ï\z-

xk\

A

or
(4.4)

\z-(zk

+ r0y) | > \xk -(zk

+ r0y) \ -(8r0/X)\z

- xk\.

If -v*k is the Gateaux derivative of z >->\z - (zk + t0j)|
6 > 0 there is a sponge Nk around xk so that, if z G Nk,
(4.5)

\z -(zk

+ T0y)\ ^\xk

-(zk

+ r0y)\

+ (-v*k,z

at xk, then for any

- xk) + 6\z - xk\.

Combining (4.4) and (4.5) yields
0 > (v*k,z

- xk) -(6

+ 8t0/X)\z

on Nk n C. By choosing 6, 8 and X appropriately,
\xk - zk\ <l/k,

- xk\

one has

9 + 8t0/X < ek

and

t0 < ß2,

so that v*k satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 4.3. Thus xk' -» x, ek \ 0, and by the
c
theorem of Hagler and Sullivan [10] there is a subsequence {v*J} of {v*k}
converging weak* to some v*, \v*\ < 1 with (v*,y) > p0.
The uniformity of the sequence of sponges follows easily from the facts that
w*

u*J —>y*, and the norm is a Lipschitz function (see Lemma 6.2). Thus v* g Nl/(C, x).

This demonstrates that A^(C, x) a Tc(x) or N^C, x) D Nc(x).
We now show that if £ is any Banach space, then N,j(C,x) c Nc(x). Because
Nc(x) is a weak* closed convex set, it is only necessary to show that N,j(C,x) c
Nc(x).
For all v* G NÜ(C, x) we will show that y £ Tc(x) for any y with (y, v*) > 0.
This demonstrates that v* g Nc(x) and, hence, that Ñ,j(C, x) c Nc(x).
Let v* g NyiC

x), and let v* -» v* be a uniform sequence of He -normals to C

at xk -» x with eA \ 0. Let y g £\
c

{0} be such that (v*, y) > v > 0.

The definition of a uniform sequence of Ht -normals guarantees that there is an r/,
0 < r/ < v, such that xk + [0, ta] • B(y, r/) c 5^. for all A: greater than some AT.

There is a AT,> K such that if k > Kx then (í;*\ y) > 0 and tj + eA< <t)*A,>;>.
From the definition of a uniform sequence of He -normals and the above
inequality there are a sequence rk > 0 and an M such that if k > M then
[xk+(0,Tk)-B(y,r})]nC=

0.

The contrapositive of (1.1) shows that y & Tc(x). Hence v* g Nc(x), and thus
Ñ,j(x) c Nc(x). This complete the proof. D
5. Subgradients, from finite to infinite dimensions. In the previous sections a
formula for the normal cone in terms of e-normals was derived. In the finite
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dimensional case Rockafellar [15] translated proximal normals into proximal subgradients. This is not as easy in Banach spaces. Instead we follow the lines of the
proof of Theorem 4.2.
Recall that the generalized gradient of / at x is given by

3/(x):=

{v*:(v*,-l)^Nepif(x,f(x))}.

What will be done is to find for each (y, a) not in Tepif(x,f(x)) a sequence of
e-subgradients v*k to / at xk -* x such that ((v*k, -1),(y, a)) is bounded away
from zero. Taking the weak* closed convex hull of weak* limits of these sequences
will yield Clarke's generalized gradients.
As with the e-normals, there are two types of e-subgradients to consider; those
corresponding to the Fréchet derivative and those corresponding to the Hadamard
derivative.
Definition
5.1. Let / be an lsc function on a Banach space £. A v* g £* is an
F-subgradient (H-subgradient)
to / at x if f(w) > f(x) + (v*, w - x) - e\w - x\
on a neighborhood (sponge) around x.
These definitions of e-subgradients are related to those of Ioffe [11]. He says that
v* is a Fréchet y-subgradient to / at x if

.. . J(z

+ h)-f(z)-(v\h)

hminf —-—777^I/H-.0
and u* is a Dini y-subdifferential

of / at x if

(u*,h) < d-f(x;h)
where d~f(x;

> -y,

\h\

h) is the lower Hadamard

+ y\h\,

V/i

derivative (variation)

of / at x in the

direction h:
,-rt
,\
d f(x;h):=

■■ ■ c f(x + th') -f(x)
hminf —-'-—J-^-L.
i\Q
h'^h

t

It is simple to show that if v* is a Fréchet (Dini) y-subdifferential of / at x, then for
any e > y, v* is an £f-subgradient (//f-subgradient)
of / at x, and that any
£f-subgradient (//t-subgradient) is also a Fréchet (Dini) e-subdifferential of / at x.
As in the characterization of the normal cone, weak* limits of //f-subgradients
give a set of subgradients that may be too large. To capture the uniformity required,
we make the following definition.
Definition
5.2. For each k let v*k be an //f<-subgradient to Tkf at xk. The
sequence v*k is uniform for (ta}~=1 if for any y > 0 there is a sequence Sk of
sponges around xk that is uniform in all y G £ S {0} such that
Tkf(x)

> rkf(xk)

+ (v*k,w

on Sk. Here yk = max{y, ek) and ta > 0.

- xk) - yk\w - xk\

J. s. treiman
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The only cases considered here are when rk -» 1 or 0 and ek \ 0.

This definition guarantees that if v* -> v* is a uniform sequence of //f-subgradients to rkf at xA -> x with ta = 1, then Rockafellar's upper subderivative [14] is

greater than or equal to (v*,y) for all y g £. A similar statment holds for t, \ 0.
The definitions of our generalized gradients can now be stated.

Definition

5.3. Let

%f/(x):~

{ v*: 3FCk-subgradients v*k -» i>*, eA.\ 0 to/

at xk -* x \

and
o|?/(x):=

<Í v*: 3Ff-subgradients

v* "'*
-* v*, e, \ 0,
to rkf at xA -> x, where rk \ 0 >.

The Fréchet generalized gradient of / at x is

aF/(.x):=cl*co[öF/(*)

If dFf(x)=

+ 9-/(x)].

0, we say that dFf(x) = 0.

Definition

5.4. Let

9t//(JC):=

"*:3a

uniform sequence of //fi-subgradients

v*k -» u* to/

at xA -» x, where eA \ 0>

and
rjy/(x):=

i

D*:3a

uniform sequence of //f-subgradients

>i*

v* -* v* to rkf

at xA -* x, where eA\ 0 and ta \ 0
The uniform generalized gradient of / at x is

8C7/(x):=cl*co(dL./(x)

+ drJ/(x)}.

If 9t//(x) = 0 we say that â^x)
= 0.
The sets 9F/(x) and o^/(x) are always cones, and if the points where there are
Ft-subgradients are dense in the domain of /, then DFf(x) is nonempty. This is true
if £ has an equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable. The above
norm independent, since changing the norm only multiplies the e's
As with the subdifferential definitions, Ioffe [11] has defined
generalized gradients. His definitions involve the use of families of

definitions are
by a constant.
corresponding
subspaces and
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use only finite limits. Because of this, unless the function / is Lipschitz, Ioffe's
generalized gradients cannot capture Clarke's generalized gradients. There are cases
where Ioffe's gradients are much larger than 3/ (let / be the indicator function of
the set in Counterexample 3.2 in [18]) or much smaller than 3/ (let /: R -» R be 0 if
x < 0 and -x1/2 if x > 0).

6. The gradient theorem. In this section the main theorem concerning generalized
gradients is stated and proven. Recall that all reflexive Banach spaces have an
equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable off 0, and all separable Banach spaces
have an equivalent norm that is Gateaux differentiable off 0. §5.5 of Diestel [5]
includes a discussion of these facts.
Theorem 6.1. Let E be a Banach space with an equivalent norm that is Gateaux
differentiable off 0. If fis a lower semicontinuous function on E, then duf(x) = 3/(x).
//, in addition, E has an equivalent norm that is Fréchet differentiable off 0, then

dFf(x) = 3/(x). If E is any Banach space, then dFf(x) c 3t,/(x) c 3/(x).
Note. If the uniformity condition on the sequence of HF -subgradients is removed
and £ has an equivalent norm that is Gateaux differentiable off 0, then 3/(x) will
be contained in the resulting object. This follows from the inclusion 3/(x) c 3(y/(x).
The case of 3F/(x) is easier and follows the same lines as the case of 3,y/(x).
Because of this, the theorem is proven only for duf(x).
Proof. The inclusion 3/(x) D i)uf(x) follows from the definition of 'èuf(x) and
the contrapositive of (1.1). The proof of this follows the lines of the proof that
Nc(x)Z) A/ty(C,x)in§4.
The proof that 3/(x) c cl*co{3/(x) + 3^/(x)} is more difficult. Assume that the
norm on £ is Gateaux differentiable off 0 by renorming if necessary.
If Fepi/(x,/(x))
= £ X R, then 3/(x) = 0. Because (v*,-l) is an //^-normal to
epi/ whenever v* is an Z/f-subgradient to /, Theorem 4.2 shows that daf(x) = 0.

Therefore assume that T if(x, f(x)) 4=E X R.
Let x be a point where / is finite and (y,a) <£ Fepi/(x, f(x)) c £ X R. Here
(y,a) 4= (0,0). The norm on £ X R used here is \(z, £)| = (\z\2 + ¿2)1/2. This norm
is Gateaux differentiable off 0 since the norm on £ is.
The idea is to find a v* in either duf(x) or 3y/(x) such that ((v*, -1),(y, a)) > 0
or (v*, y) > 0, respectively. We deal with the case when y 4= 0 first.
By adding an appropriate linear function to /, a may be set to 0. The contrapositive of (1.1) gives a p0 > 0, a sequence zk -* x and a sequence Xk > 0 such that

epi/n{(zA,/(zA))+(0,AA.]-ß((v,0),po)}=

0

for each k.
Fix k and by adding appropriate constants take zA = 0 and /(zA) = 0. A
differentiable penalty function is added to / to restrict the possible locations of the
eA-subgradients; its derivatives satisfy

(6.1)

(v*,y)

> ßxpQ\v*
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for some ßx > 0 with /3, independent of k. Let
F(z):=

-k(w*,

z)

0

+

inf
ne(u.ii0)

if \z -(p-

AT
\

2\z -(/i

u)y\

< ß2pp2,

- co)y\ - pp2^'

i
if \z-(p-

I + oo

u)y\

G [ß2pp2,ß3pp3],

otherwise.

Here p2 < P3 < Po> Mo < w + A/<' <° ¡s arbitrarily small and w* is chosen so that
\w*\ = 1, (w*,y) = 1 and (w*,y) > o for some a > 0 and all j' G B(y, p0).
These constants, except w and jli0, are independent of k.
The constants can be chosen so that outside A := uy - [U^e,^ fpB(y, p3)],
/(x) + F(x) > 0 for some jti2 G (w, «,). Since /(x) is lsc, it is assumed that / is
bounded below by -8 on some neighborhood of x, and all of the points we deal with
are in that neighborhood. Choose ATso that F(x) > 8 on the boundary of coy +
(w, px) ■B(y, p3). The derivative of F at any point in the interior of A is -kw* + s*,

where s* = 0 or (s*/|s*|,

y) < -p2. This yields
(-F',y)

> k + p2\s*\

on the interior of A.
Ekeland's variational principle (Theorem 4.1) can be applied to the lsc function
G(z) = f(z) + F(z), since this function is bounded from below. Take a zA1 such

that
G(zkX) < min{G(0) = 0, infG(w) + l/2k).
Theorem 4.1 yields an xA such that G(xk) ^ G(zA1),

(6.2)

VzG(z)

^ G(xk) -(l/2k)\z

- xk\,

xA is in the interior of the domain of F and xA g ^4.
Since F is Gateaux differentiable at xk,
(6.3)

F(z)

< F(xA) + (F'(xA),

z - xA) +(l/2k)\z

- xk\

on some sponge Sk around xA.

Combining (6.2), (6.3) and the bound on (F\ y) yields
f(X)

>f(xk)

+ <-F'(xA),

Z - XA) ~(l/k)\z

- XA|

on Sk, where

(6.4)
The

|F'(xa)|>k.
result

-F"(xA)/|F'(xA)|

of Hagler

and

Sullivan

[10] shows

that

the sequence

v*k =

has a weak * convergent subsequence v*J with v*J -» v*. Equation
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(6.4) implies that (v*, y) ^ ¿min{K, p2}. Since xA -» x, this completes the construction of the //etk-subgradients.
The only thing left to show is that v*J is a uniform sequence of //^-subgradients.
This will give a v* in either ^/(x)
or 3"/(x) such that ((v*,-l),(y,a))
> 0 or
(v*, y) > 0, demonstrating that 3/(x) c cPcofí^/í*)
+ d^f(x)}.
Assume that \F'(xJ)\ -> oo. The functions F are Lipschitz around x' with
Lipschitz constants L = 2|F'(x')|Lemma 6.2 shows that the sequence v*' is a
uniform sequence of He-subgradients to f/L} at x'->x.
Thus v* g 3^/(x).

Similarly, if \F'(x>)\ is bounded, there is a v* g 3/(x) with ((v*, -l),(y,a))
> 0.
The case of (0, -1) £ Fepi/(-*'/(*)) is similar to the preceding case. Instead of the
F used above, one sees the function described below.
Since (0,-1) £ Tepij(x, f(x)), there exist sequences xA -> x and XA> 0 and a

p0 > 0 such that, for each k,
epi/n{(xA,/(x))+(0,AA]-5((0,-l),Po)}

= 0.

Fix k and p,, p0> px > 0. Let ek = 1/k. Set xA = 0 and f(xk) = 0. Take co small
and less than Xk. Let
((Piw)2-|z|2)

F(z):=

if \z\ < r/w,

((pi)2 - wy)1/2 + . \fM
I1 - Pi)
, + oo,

- »H) if 1*16(H«.X*PJ.

otherwise.

Here tj is chosen to make this function differentiable.
Adding / and F gives an lsc function that is 0 at 0 and is greater than 0 on the
boundary of B(0,Xkpx). In addition, the derivatives of the F are bounded. The
proof now follows the same lines as the case of y 4= 0.

D

The following lemma was used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. It shows that the
sequences of //E -subgradients constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.1 are uniform
sequences.
Lemma 6.2. For each k > 0 let v*k be the Gateaux derivative of a Lipschitz function
pk(z)

.

. w*

at a point x . Assume that v* ~* v*. If all of the p/s

constant

have the same Lipschitz

L, then for all 8 > 0 there is a sequence of sponges Sk around xk that is

uniform in ally G £ and, for z g Sk,
pk(z)

> pk(xk)

+ (v*k,z-

xA> - 8\z - xA|.

Proof. Let y g £\ {0}. By the hypotheses there is a ATso that when k > AT,
|¡;*A| < £ and \(v*k - u*,y)\ ^ (ô/4)l.y|- Let k > AT. Since u*A is the Gateaux
derivative of pk(z) at xA, there is a Xk.> 0 so that if t g [0, Xk] then
pk(xk

+ ty) > pk(xk)

+ (v*k,ty)

- 8\ty\/4.
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Hence
Pk(xk + ty) > pk(xk)

+ (v*,ty)

- 8\ty\/2.

There exists a y > 0 such that if y' is in B(y, y) then
pk(xk

+ ty')>

Pk(xk)

+ (v*,t')

-8\ty'\.

Thus the Sks can be taken to absorb B(y,y) for all k > AT. D
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